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Zhu Ya started the engine and the car continued to move forward: "Mr. Ye, today I will send you back to 

Mingcui villa. At 8:00 a.m. the day after tomorrow, I will drive to pick up Mr. Ye. Yaowang Valley is deep 

in Langya Mountain in Jiangnan Province, which is not far away." 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son falls into deep thought, how should he inquire news that day? 

 

…… 

 

A courtyard in Beijing. 

 

An old man is playing chess with a middle-aged man. 

 

The appearance of the two people is similar, naturally the relationship between father and son. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng dropped a son, took a look at the old man in front of him, and then swallowed the words 

to his mouth. 

 

The old man also left behind a son and took the lead in saying, "the storm in the capital is over. The 

strong man who had an accident in the sky almost crushed dozens of top strong people. 

 

Except for those who are not in Beijing, almost all of them have been searched by that person. The dead 

are dead and the injured are injured. This time, the capital has suffered heavy losses. 

 



Originally, my Jiang family was ready to deal with it. The demon king suddenly disappeared. I don't know 

what it means, warning or hatred. 

 

But the situation of Chinese martial arts and Taoism has changed completely. Swordsman, your strength 

needs to be mentioned. You have stayed at the ninth position in the list of Chinese masters for too long. 

Your goal is to be the first. Do you understand? My Jiang family must have someone to take the first 

place! 

 

And you are the only hope of our Jiang family 

 

Jiang Jianfeng felt the pressure and said: "wasn't big brother the first in those years? Everyone knows 

that a strong man in our Jiang family entered Kunlun void. Is this not enough deterrent?" 

 

The old man shook his head: "Kunlun Xu and Huaxia are almost isolated. After entering, it will be very 

difficult to come out again. I estimate that I will not necessarily see him in my lifetime. He should be 

pursuing the highest level of martial arts at this moment, and the gap with us will only be growing." 

 

"Now the top one in the list of Chinese masters has been in the position for too long. If you don't move 

him, the Jiang family will be kept under the pressure of that family all the time. That's no good. So this 

burden is on you. You are the only hope of our Jiang family now." 

 

After hesitating for a few seconds, Jiang Jianfeng still said, "Dad, during this period of time, I have some 

changes in the sense of that ye Chen. I'm thinking about Peirong's family..." 

 

"Don't mention Peirong! Not to mention that evil seed! This is a disgrace to the Jiang family! " 

 

The old man said coldly, his voice incomparably resolute and angry. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng gave a wry smile: "Dad, that villain has become the first person in Jiangnan province. 

Maybe he will continue to grow up and may challenge the top ten masters of China His potential is 

terrible... " 

 

"Pa!" 



 

The old man clapped his hand on the chessboard, stood up, and said in an angry voice, "what is the first 

person in Jiangnan Province in the eyes of my Jiang family! Compared with the capital, Jiangnan 

province is not in the flow! The real masters of martial arts are all in Beijing! If he wants to sit on his 

native emperor, let him sit! 

 

The ancients only said that the evil species was neither chicken head nor phoenix tail, but chicken tail! " 

 

"I don't care what kind of achievements that evil kind has made, he can't change the fact that he is 

mortal! I didn't admit Peirong's family before, and I won't admit it now, unless that boy kills the first 

person on the list of Chinese masters! replace! Hit me in the face with this! Otherwise, I won't take back 

my decision! Those three guys don't want to step into the Jiang family! They are not qualified enough! " 

 

The old man is obviously very angry, his neck is full of blue veins, his face is very red, momentum is 

towering, let people palpitation. 

 

Jiang Jianfeng shook his head helplessly. He wanted to persuade the old man in front of him, but now it 

seems impossible. 

 

Although Ye Chen is very strong, it is almost impossible to kill the master of China. 

 

That's a legend of Chinese martial arts. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen naturally did not know about the capital. 

 

Juya sent him back to the villa and left. 

 

He went to see the villa Luocha, his arm has a trace of reaction, even gradually new trend. 

 

It seems that Rocha's recovery ability is faster than he thought. 



 

If he recovered the day after tomorrow, he took Luosha to Yaowang valley. 

 

According to Zhu ya, this time the alliance is very powerful, and many strong people are invited. 

 

If Huaxia Wudao Bureau and Xuemei hall send strong men to assassinate him, it will be troublesome. 

Although he is not afraid, he does not want to expose his strength. 

 

It would be great if it could be solved by other people's hands. 

 

Then ye Chen returned to the villa, Xia Ruoxue and Sun Yi are sitting on the sofa Rao interesting looking 

at Ye Chen. 

 

"What's the matter with you?" 

 

Sun Yi blinked: "who was the girl in that sports car just now?" 

 

Ye Chen smile, Yang Yang pocket invitation letter, way: "a friend just, to send things." 

 

It just happened to them. 

 

Sun Yi thought of something, and then said, "Ye Chen, I had a long discussion with Ruoxue just now. We 

both want to learn something to protect ourselves. Didn't you say you wanted to help me find some 

skills suitable for girls' cultivation last time? Do you have any news now?"Ye Chen claps the forehead, 

this just remembered what. 

 

"Wait for me." 

 

Then he came to a bedroom on the second floor, closed the door and entered the samsara cemetery. 

 



He came to the third tombstone, just wanted to speak, the old man in black appeared out of thin air. 

 

"Please, a senior." Ye Chen respectfully said. 

 

"Say it." 

 

"Master, do you have any skills suitable for girls to practice? It's better to improve the speed of 

practitioners." 

 

Black robed old man suddenly, eyes a congealed, light way: "you want to give the next two girls 

training." 

 

"Yes." 

 

The old man in black thinks for a few seconds and points to Ye Chen's eyebrows. 

 

"Although I am immersed in the way of killing, I once married a woman. A skill she practiced met your 

requirements. I will pass it on to you. This method is very simple. It's good to practice it for the two girls. 

 

If they are qualified to save their lives, it will be less stressful for you 

 

After a while, ye Chen's eyebrows gushed out two streams of information, "Phoenix heart resolution" 

and "Chengfeng Jue.". 

 

"One is the mind method, the other is the lightness skill method. If we work together and cultivate a 

little success, no one in China can hurt them." 

 

"What's more, I'll give you this skill at a price. Within a month, you must break through the separation 

and separation state." 

 

"Yes." 



 

Ye Chen copied down the two skills, and then went downstairs and handed them to the second 

daughter. 

 

Under some guidance, Xia Ruoxue was the first to find Qi. This speed was several days faster than that of 

himself who had just entered Kunlun Xu. 

 

As for Sun Yi, a few hours later, she even found a trace of Qi. 

 

Looking at the second daughter into the state of cultivation, ye Chen can't help but feel helpless. 

 

If these two guys have been practicing since childhood, their strength will be good. 

 

Later, ye Chen also returned to his room, and the bloody plum hall killer battle, he has a sense of 

breakthrough, it is time to break through to the sixth floor of the pneumatic environment! 
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…… 

 

At the same time, Kunlun Xu, a grand hall stands on the top of the mountain. 

 

It's like a fairyland. 

 

A girl in white stood on the top of the mountain. She was dressed in a white skirt and a light blue green 

water thin smoke yarn. Her shoulders were cut into a waist like a vegetable, her muscles were like blood 

clotting and her air was like a delicate orchid. 

 



Eyes like water, but with the cold talk, seems to be able to see through everything, and even let people 

take pictures of it, ashamed, dare not blaspheme. That cold and arrogant smart in quite attractive state, 

but also let people can't help but soul around. 

 

Ten fingers are slender, skin like coagulated fat, white with pink. 

 

Like a fairy. 

 

The girl is Ji Siqing, who is regarded as one of the ten great talents by Kunlun. 

 

Tianzhijiaonu, strength crush countless strong! 

 

And beside her stood Ji Lin, an ancient spirit. 

 

Ji Lin's eyes are vivid, and there is also a moving charm. 

 

Suddenly, Ji Siqing opened his mouth: "this time you go out, see ye Chen?" 

 

Ji Lin nodded, chewing bubble gum in his mouth, blowing out a big bubble. 

 

"Elder sister, I really don't understand you. What's good about ye Chen? His strength is rubbish, and his 

veins are useless. Why do you pay so much attention to this boy? Don't you like him? It's impossible. 

Kunlun Xu's talent is enough to crush Ye Chen... " 

 

Ji Siqing ignored and continued to ask, "how is he there? Have you found the enemy who killed his 

parents? " 

 

Ji Lin shook his head: "No. Elder sister, don't mention, what happened to that boy was not so simple. I 

killed several mole ants before I asked something. It is estimated that the person who killed his parents 

had something to do with the top families in China. I wanted to kill those top families, but you called me 

back in a hurry! I haven't played enough. " 

 



Ji Siqing's eyes are flat: "Oh." 

 

Ji Lin was helpless. Just as he wanted to speak, Ji Siqing said again: "how is that boy's cultivation? Is it 

still in Kaiyuan 

 

Ji Lin scratched his head and felt strange: "elder sister, don't mention, this boy left Kunlun Xu, but his 

cultivation has improved rapidly. How long has it been that he has broken through to the pneumatic 

state. If I am not wrong, he is now at the top of the fifth level of the Qi dynamic state, only one step 

away from the sixth level." 

 

"Well?" Ji Si's beautiful eyes were a little surprised, "China's aura is thin, the cultivation speed should be 

slowed down, but this boy is going against the current? How can it be! " 

 

Ji Lin said: "elder sister, this is not the most terrible place. There is a big gap between Ye Chen and me, 

but I feel a strong confidence and danger from him, even If I break out with all my strength, I may not be 

able to kill Ye Chen! " 

 

At this moment, Ji Siqing's heart without waves seemed to set off a storm. His beautiful eyes were 

rippling. He murmured, "is that what the man said is true? This ye Chen has the potential to connect 

with the sky 

 

"Sister, what do you say?" 

 

Ji Siqing shakes his head and doesn't continue to speak. His indifferent eyes look at a huge peak in the 

clouds and don't know what he is thinking. 

 

…… 

 

Two days passed quickly. 

 

Ye Chen has made a breakthrough, and his cultivation is firmly in the sixth layer of the aerodynamic 

environment, which is still some distance away from the seventh layer. 

 



As for Sun Yi and Xia Ruoxue, their progress is just as strange as speed. They soon went beyond the 

quenching state and went to the first level of Kaiyuan state. 

 

Ye Chen is a little confused. He doesn't feel how terrible the talent of the second daughter is. The talent 

of blood is also common root. 

 

Compared with ordinary practitioners, it should be much worse. 

 

But how can they practice so fast now? 

 

It's on? 

 

To understand this process, the average person may have to go through a hundred days. 

 

But the two girls actually finished it in two days at the same time! 

 

It's kind of weird. 

 

At this time, the black robed old man of the samsara cemetery gave the answer. 

 

"What's strange about this, boy, don't you notice that your training speed is also accelerating?" 

 

"Your talent has been suppressed before you do anything about men and women. Do you really think 

you are a root? Ridiculous! If you are a fan root, there is no spiritual root in this world! " 

 

"What's more, you don't want to think about how the reincarnation cemetery can choose a Fangen boy. 

Are you kidding me?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. He felt that he had caught something, and then asked, "what does the elder 

mean..." 



 

"You had a relationship with those two girls. They broke through so fast that they all relied on you." 

 

"Boy, are you really stupid or fake fool? Even the way of heaven can't survey your destiny. What's the 

qualification of those garbage detection tools in Huaxia and kunlunxu to detect your talent?" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised, everything is clear! 

 

Since his first relationship with Sun Yi, his breakthrough speed has become faster and faster, and it 

seems that he has become more and more pure in absorbing the aura of the outside world. He thought 

it was due to the reincarnation cemetery, but now it seems that he is completely gifted! 

 

Cheated everyone's talent!And his mother is a rare spiritual root, even if he is no longer garbage, can 

not be humble root! 

 

"Master, what is my talent..." Ye Chen just wanted to ask questions, the black robed old man 

disappeared completely, it seems that he did not intend to say more. 

 

Morning. 

 

Ye Chen gets up and takes a look at the second daughter who is practicing on the sofa. She is helpless. 

 

I knew I wouldn't let them practice. Now I don't even have a delicious breakfast. 

 

Helpless, ye Chen simply made an egg fried rice, and left some for the second daughter. He had just 

finished eating when he heard the door of the villa knocked. 

 

When I opened the door, I saw Juya who was well dressed. 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's almost time. Now, we should be able to catch up with the start of yaowanggu activity." 

 



Ye Chen nodded and explained to her that the second daughter was just light for a while, and there was 

no more afterword. 

 

Ye Chen is completely speechless. 

 

Are these two people experiencing the pleasure of cultivation, even ignore themselves? 

 

This is also normal. When he first set foot on the path of cultivation, he was extremely excited. 

 

Not only has the body had the huge transformation, that kind of power violent feeling is almost even 

more exciting than the love between men and women. 

 

However, after three days, the excitement was gone. Instead, it was boring. It was estimated that when 

he came back, they had no plan to practice. 

 

Ye Chen went to the villa next door to have a look at Luocha. His arm was not completely healed, so he 

gave up taking his plan and went directly to zhuya's Bentley. 

 

The car rode away in the direction of Yaowang valley. 

 

"By the way, Mr. Ye, Yaomeng and Huaxia Wudao bureau have a cooperative relationship. There will 

certainly be leaders from Huaxia Wudao Bureau. This should be ok..." 

 

Zhu Ya looks at Ye Chen from the rearview mirror and is worried. 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head: "as long as they don't provoke me, I will not move them naturally, but if they 

don't know the appearance, then I can't be blamed!" 
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On the way. 

 

Ye Chen sat behind the Bentley and closed his eyes. 

 

A faint air current curled around him. 

 

Zhu Ya didn't want to know what he was looking at in the rearview mirror several times. 

 

She has a special identity and has never been a driver since childhood. 

 

Today, I gave it to Ye Chen for the first time. 

 

But ye Chen sits in the back, she can feel a kind of peace of mind. 

 

This may be the aura of the strong. 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's about ten minutes away." Said Julia. 

 

"Good." 

 

Zhu Ya drives extremely steady, almost has not forced the brake, lets Ye Chen pour is enjoys extremely. 

 

All of a sudden, there were two very strong roars behind me! 

 

Zhu Ya glanced from the rearview mirror, and instantly found two Beijing a sports cars coming quickly! 

 

One red and one white is undoubtedly racing! 

 

When she noticed the number on the license plate, she turned pale! 



 

One of them turned out to be the home car of Wudao family in Beijing! 

 

As for the other one, although I don't know the origin, but from the number, the background is 

absolutely not weak! 

 

At this time, the two vehicles appeared on the road at the same time, which must also be invited by the 

pharmaceutical alliance. 

 

The key is that the speed is not fatal? 

 

The speed limit here is 70 yards! But their speed is obviously approaching 180 yards! 

 

Madman! 

 

A complete madman! 

 

Under helpless, Zhu Ya can only twist the steering wheel and lean the Bentley to one side! 

 

But the two cars didn't have any plan to avoid zhuya, they came crashing into each other! 

 

Originally can only pass through a car road, hard to parallel! 

 

Behind him is a crazy trumpet! 

 

Juya pretty face frost, can only speed up! 

 

She has no choice! Otherwise, something will happen! 

 



But who knows that the two sports cars are faster, one of them is directly rubbing the Bentley car out! 

 

The side of Bentley flashed violent spark instantly! 

 

JUA was completely frightened! 

 

It's not over yet! 

 

The white sports car behind him saw that he was behind. Obviously, he thought that the culprit was the 

Bentley. He didn't hesitate any more and hit the Bentley directly! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Body vibration! 

 

The steering wheel in Juya's hand slips, and the car body rushes directly to one side of the cliff! 

 

The cliff is a hundred feet high. If you fall down, you will be killed! 

 

Juya's palms are full of sweat! She and Mr. Ye's lives are in her hands! 

 

But the car is completely out of control! 

 

She even saw the window of the sports car slowly rolling down and a middle finger sticking out! 

 

And a face of great disdain! 

 

The eyes were cold! 

 



It's like the life in the car has nothing to do with him! 

 

Is this arrogance from the capital? 

 

Juya can only watch jinga sports car leave! She tried to control the steering wheel and try to adjust the 

direction! Brake on! 

 

At this moment, she did not dare to force! 

 

Once forced, the whole car will fall over! 

 

But it's no use at all! 

 

The Bentley is about to fall into a cliff, suddenly, strangely! 

 

The rear window glass breaks directly! 

 

A strong air flow wrapped the body, the ground Mars flash, people palpitation. 

 

The speed of the car body suddenly drops, as if it is controlled by a force! 

 

Zhu Ya realized what, turned her head and found Ye Chen's eyes extremely calm and cold! 

 

His hands seemed to hold a mass of air! Control everything! 

 

The shadow flashed by and a faint voice fell: "give me the steering wheel! step on the gas! Catch up 

 

It is Ye Chen who speaks! 

 



He naturally felt the car out of control! 

 

I thought it was because the road was difficult to drive, but I didn't expect that the direction of the car 

was completely out of control! 

 

The moment he opened his eyes, he saw the middle finger and cold smile! 

 

Those two sports cars are undoubtedly murder! 

 

At most, there are only two vehicles passing on the road. You have to go parallel and overtake! 

 

Die! 

 

Ye Chen feels angry in his heart! 

 

I was in a good mood! 

 

The key to the last action of the other side, let him rage! 

 

Zhu Ya responded, the direction has been completely controlled, she directly stepped on the 

accelerator, "boom The car rushed out! 

 

And ye Chen's hand has passed through Zhu Ya's hair, controlling everything! 

 

At the moment, as long as he bowed his head, he could see Zhu Yaao's full capacity! 

 

Because the driver's seat is narrow, his arm accidentally touched Juana's elastic chest for many times, 

and her pretty face turned red! But ye Chen didn't react!"Speed up again!" 

 

"Good..." 



 

Juya almost stepped on the gas pedal to the extreme, the action at the moment is ambiguous and 

dangerous! 

 

But in her eyes is incomparable peace of mind. 

 

Soon, the two saw the shadow of one of the sports cars, and ye Chen's eyes were suffused with a trace 

of killing intention. 

 

"Juya, now climb to the co pilot and fasten your seat belt." 

 

"Good." 

 

Juya has some ancient martial arts background. On one side of her body, she comes to the co pilot. 

 

Because wearing a skirt, the action range is a little big, the skirt is lifted up, the sexy underwear of pink 

shows undoubtedly. 

 

Ye Chen naturally noticed that he didn't say anything more and sat steadily in the driver's seat in the 

blink of an eye. 

 

Even the seat belt is too lazy to fasten, a step on the accelerator, suddenly rushed out! 

 

Because it's almost to Yaowang Valley, the speed of two sports cars slows down! 

 

But the Bentley is getting faster and faster! 

 

The powerful roar is like an explosion! 

 



The man in the white sports car also heard the movement and said, "which is the best way to speed up 

at this time?" 

 

He glanced at the rearview mirror and his expression was a little wrong! 

 

"The Bentley didn't fall? How can it be! " 

 

Under that speed and impact, the other party is obviously out of control. How can there be no accident? 

 

Just as he was wondering, the roar was getting closer and closer! 

 

In just a second, Bentley went hand in hand with him! 

 

Ye Chen opens the window, the same tree a middle finger! 

 

The next second, the steering wheel turned, and hit the white sports car directly! 

 

This scene, suddenly to the extreme! 

 

The man had no idea that the other side would do this! 

 

Madman! 

 

A complete madman! 

 

This time, it was his turn to lose control of the car! 

 

fortunately, he was used to racing, and through his own good treatment, he directly stabilized the car! 

 



Just as he was about to take a long breath, the Bentley came up again! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

A loud noise, Bentley car directly hit the white sports car out! 

 

The body of the white sports car is directly rubbing against the wall of the mountain, and the spark 

explodes! 

 

See this scene, man's eyes are full of panic! 

 

This is a fuckin 'attempt to kill? 

 

He can't help reacting! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Another big bang! 

 

The white sports car hit the mountain wall directly! The front of the car is almost twisted! 

 

The man in the car reacted very quickly. At the moment of collision, he broke the glass and jumped out! 

 

After ten full laps on the ground, I stopped completely! 

 

A few seconds later, the sound of an explosion sounded, the white sports car directly into a startling fire! 
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Seeing this scene, the man who came down from the white sports car with some bruises on his face was 

completely wet through his back! 

 

Who can think of life and death in a thought! 

 

He was staring at the Bentley that was slowly stopping on the side of the road! 

 

Eyes with cold killing! 

 

Since he was born, no one dares to make a fluke! 

 

He is very angry at the moment! 

 

The consequences are extremely serious! 

 

His eyes fell on the Jiangnan license plate of Bentley. 

 

If it is the capital license plate, he may be afraid of a few points! 

 

As for the license plate of Jiangnan Province, ha ha, he really despises him! 

 

He's so murderous that he's heading for the Bentley step by step! 

 

The other red sports car in front also noticed the accident here, and quickly stopped the car to one side. 

 

The door opened and a man with an inch head got out of the car. 

 

Cuntou man's body is suffused with good martial arts breath! 



 

He took a look at the blustering fluke, and then at the flaming sports car, frowning. 

 

"Had an accident?" 

 

In the distance, Bentley's door opened. 

 

Zhu Ya and ye Chen came down one after another. 

 

Falling son fluke to see the car out of such a beautiful woman, slightly surprised in the heart. 

 

But this is also a moment, his cold eyes fell on Ye Chen's body! 

 

Extremely bloodthirsty and fierce! 

 

"How the hell do you drive! Do you know that you almost killed Laozi just now 

 

"Do you know who I am?" 

 

"You can't make a fool of yourself!" 

 

Let's get away with it and yell! 

 

Ye Chen did not speak, quietly lit a cigarette, so looking at each other scolding. 

 

Look cool! 

 

But Juya could feel what a cold killing opportunity it was! 

 



Zhu Ya's sight fell on the fluke again! 

 

She knows! 

 

It's really home! 

 

Although Luozi fluke is the least successful young master in his family, what stands behind him is a giant! 

 

Beijing home is a famous protector! 

 

If the accident happens, the consequences will be extremely serious! 

 

Although Zhu Ya was extremely angry about the fluke, she weighed the pros and cons and knew that he 

could never be provoked! 

 

Ye Chen can't be provoked! 

 

His foundation and power have not been stable, even the first person in Jiangnan province has not yet 

settled down, once touching those families in the capital! 

 

It must be dangerous! 

 

Zhu Ya chuckled and said to Luo Zi fluke: "Luo Shao, there is a misunderstanding in this..." 

 

He didn't buy it at all. He scolded directly: "misunderstood your horse currency! Dame, I'll kill you when 

I'm done with this boy! Grass 

 

His swearing is continuous, and his violent spirit is constantly sending out! 

 



Soon, he came to Ye Chen in front of him. He pointed out his finger at Ye Chen and said angrily, "you're 

the mother..." 

 

Words have not finished, ye Chen took down the mouth is still smoking half of the smoke Mars, directly 

into the mouth of the fluke son! 

 

His five fingers were even more buckled on the neck of the fluke! 

 

The terrible killing machine wrapped each other mercilessly! 

 

"Your words make me uncomfortable, and your behavior makes me even more uncomfortable! So, 

you're going to die miserably. " 

 

The faint voice fell like this, like the judgment of death. 

 

You can feel the heat of your tongue. 

 

That cigarette end with light spark is humiliation to him! 

 

His whole body is rolling! Want to struggle with Ye Chen's bondage, but found it impossible! 

 

"Gollum!" 

 

The cigarette end was swallowed directly by him! 

 

His eyes widened, hoarse voice called out: "you dare to move me, you're looking for death, I'm home..." 

 

Words have not finished, ye Chen backhand is a slap in the other side's face! 

 

This slap, although did not use the true spirit, but directly hit a few teeth fluke! 



 

"How could you..." 

 

Luo Zi wanted to talk, "pa!" , the strong wind fell, and another slap came down! 

 

"Pa Pa Pa Pa Pa!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes from the beginning to the end without a trace of fluctuation, each slap in the heart of 

anger. 

 

If he was not in the car, Juya would have died under the cliff! 

 

He couldn't even imagine how many innocent people this guy had killed in this way before! 

 

Fall son fluke by Ye Chen pumping muddle directly. 

 

The arrogance in his eyes completely disappeared, replaced by fear! fear! 

 

The boy in front of me is a real madman! 

 

Although his strength is not strong, but ordinary people can definitely deal with it. 

 

But at the moment, an extremely terrible pressure enveloped him, making him unable to move!He knew 

very well that the young man must be a martial arts master! 

 

Since you are a martial arts expert, don't you know that the capital is home? 

 

Still moving him like that? 

 



"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen backhand a button, directly will fall son fluke hit on the ground! 

 

"I didn't want to kill people today, but now I've changed my mind." 

 

Ye Chen has a killing heart. 

 

If you don't kill this son, you will surely get mad revenge! 

 

It's better to kill directly! To avoid a long night's dream! 

 

What! 

 

I'm completely scared by the fluke! 

 

Is this guy going to kill people? 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

This is too much. 

 

All of a sudden, he saw something, as if he had grasped the last straw, and said, "Zheng Shao, help me! 

Help me! This lunatic is going to kill me 

 

The man with inch head in the distance stepped forward and came to the front of Ye Chen. He said 

faintly, "it's not good to move my friend like this." 

 

"Do you know what the man under your feet is? He is the existence you can't afford! No matter what 

you are, if you offend the capital, you will die! " 



 

"Release your feet and kneel down. I'll give you a complete body." 

 

The voice of the man with an inch head fell slowly and was filled with supreme majesty. 

 

He thought Ye Chen would do it, but he didn't expect that ye Chen didn't pay attention to it at all. He 

stepped on Luozi fluke's body directly! 

 

"Click!" 

 

The bone is broken. 

 

Fall son fluke mouth big mouth spit out blood! 

 

Although not dead, but has been seriously injured! 

 

Inch head man's eyes cold to the extreme, rolling to kill the opportunity toward Ye Chen, palm wind 

such as a knife, mercilessly toward Ye Chen chop! 

 

"Looking for death!" 

 

Ye Chen is motionless, the Mou son is suffused with a trace of ponder. 

 

On the other hand to fall in the moment, he said: "the speed is too slow." 

 

Language down, ye Chen five fingers open, as if tearing the air, toward the front to grab out! 

 

The extremely firm and violent claw print is the strike of thunder. 

 



The man can't react at all! 

 

"Click 

 

The sound of bone cracking was like the sound of firecrackers, rippling in the air. 

 

The palm of an inch head man breaks directly! 

 

White bone is exposed a little bit, blood gradually dyed! 

 

At this moment, the half dead fluke and the injured cuntou man were confused, just like hell! 

 

How could it be! 

 

This kid's speed and strength are crushing himself! 

 

In the two people are in endless shock, ye Chen's five fingers again penetrate and go, directly buckle on 

the shoulder of the inch head man! 

 

Five fingers like steel bar through the shoulder! 

 

And then suddenly force! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Inch head man's body directly hit the side of a parked car! 

 

The hood is so sunken! 

 



It's a big bang! 
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The inch head man felt as if his bones were falling apart. 

 

It's so hard! 

 

His father was Zheng renjue of the General Bureau of martial arts in China. No one dared to hurt him! 

 

In addition to him, there are also several leaders of the General Administration of martial arts and 

Taoism in China. However, because he is so free and used to it, it is impossible for him to follow this 

group of old men. 

 

It happened that the two of them agreed to come to Jiangnan province for a few days. 

 

As for those who take care of them, he doesn't need them at all. 

 

Only his identity, who dares to move him in the Chinese martial arts circle? 

 

And his martial arts strength is pretty good, the general master simply does not even have the power of 

close quarters. 

 

But that's what happened. Someone really moved him! 

 

Even hurt him recklessly! 

 

He could feel his own blood surging up, and he was suffering to the extreme. 

 



"You can't get rid of it." 

 

Ye Chen's cold voice rings out! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's bloodthirsty eyes, the cuntou man said word by word: "I can feel that your martial 

arts strength is not weak. Since you are from the martial arts field, you should know what the words 

Huaxia Wudao Bureau means. If you move me, you will undoubtedly offend the Chinese martial arts 

bureau! I want to kill you, easy! " 

 

"No matter who you are, the wound on my hand and the pain on my shoulder, I want you to pay back a 

thousand times!" 

 

Hearing the Chinese martial arts Bureau, ye Chen's expression is a little strange. 

 

Do you really want to fight the Chinese martial arts bureau? 

 

Have you met this group of people before you enter Yaowang Valley? 

 

He sneered: "I Ye Chen offended Huaxia Wudao Bureau once or twice. Do you believe that I dare to kill 

you now?" 

 

Inch head man when hear ye Chen these two words moment! 

 

The pupil suddenly enlarges! 

 

The heart is more fluttering! 

 

The name! 

 

He's so familiar! 



 

His father didn't know how angry he was at the name! What's more, I don't know how many tables have 

been broken! 

 

Just yesterday, his father sent someone to give him the information of Ye Chen! 

 

Let him be careful of him in Jiangnan province! What's more, he is a real madman! 

 

These days, he is immersed in playing, and has not opened the information at all! 

 

Who knows Ye Chen appeared like this! 

 

Directly hit him half dead, even hurt him! 

 

If ye Chen would kill him, he really believed it! 

 

An invisible fear enveloped him, and the martial arts breath of his cultivation was totally useless! Not 

even the right to struggle! 

 

Although his strength is strong, but it is only aimed at ordinary martial arts strong! 

 

In the face of the first man in Jiangnan Province, even the boy whose father is helpless, he has no enemy 

power! 

 

Zhu Ya's identity is clearly recognized! 

 

She doesn't want Ye Chen to make trouble before he enters the Yaowang valley! 

 

He just wanted to talk, a dark shadow rushed out from the valley of medicine king! 

 



In the blink of an eye, it appears in Ye Chen's side. 

 

An old man arched his hand and said to Ye Chen, "master ye, today is the day of congratulation for the 

drug alliance. Can you let them go? If blood stains the gate of Yaowang Valley, old Xiang may not like it, 

and outsiders will see the jokes of our Chinese medicine Alliance..." 

 

Juya also reached out and held Ye Chen's hand. Her eyes indicated: "Ye Chen, this is the valley of 

medicine king, and you have to ask for Xiang Lao..." 

 

Ye Chen swept a look at the two people with many scars and took back his hand. 

 

Xiang Chengdong is the only one who knows the existence of ghost prison. Naturally, this face is to give. 

 

The key is that these two cheap lives are not as good as Xiang Chengdong's answer! 

 

"Two things. First, our car is damaged. It's all up to you." 

 

"Second, if you let me know that you two do something that makes me unhappy, even if Xiang 

Chengdong stands in front of me, he can't save you!" 

 

Ye Chen's voice falls like the thunder of nine days! 

 

No doubt about it! 

 

With a trace of supreme majesty! 

 

At this moment, no one dares to refute! 

 

The old man's mouth slightly twitched and looked at the expression of Ye Chen. 

 



If you come to Yaowang Valley and dare to call Xiang Lao Ming taboo, it is estimated that there is only 

one boy in front of him. 

 

Although the other party is arrogant, he also knows some things ye Chen has done recently in Jiangnan 

Province, and he doesn't say much. He says directly, "master ye, Miss Zhu, please come inside. I can 

handle the affairs here..." 

 

Ye Chen and Zhu Ya nodded and walked toward the valley of medicine king. 

 

Only the old man and the injured two looked at each other. 

 

After ye Chen left, the cuntou man got up and spat: "Damn, what the hell is this ye Chen! GrassHe felt 

his bones were not his own. 

 

The old man looked at the cuntou man and said, "master Zheng, there are the best doctors in China in 

Yaowang valley. Don't worry, your wounds will heal as soon as possible." 

 

"I see!" 

 

Inch head man a face displeased reply way, is to take out the telephone in the hand, scold a way: 

"where have you been? I'm in Yaowang valley now. Come here quickly. If you don't come back, you're 

going to collect my corpse! " 

 

When the phone hung up, the eyes of the man with inch head were shining with cold light. 

 

When the old man noticed something, he quickly reminded him: "Mr. Zheng, please don't do it in 

Yaowang valley because of the contradiction between Huaxia Wudao Bureau and ye Chen. This time, 

many big people came, and even some foreign strong men. Many of them were Xiang Lao's friends. If he 

did, Xiang Lao would be displeased, and the consequences would be very troublesome..." 

 

The man with an inch head didn't have the desire to answer at all. He waved: "get out of the way. Do I 

need your dog to point out my affairs? Remember, Laozi came to Yaowang Valley to give you the face of 

the medicine alliance 



 

The old man shook his head and went to the valley of medicine king. 

 

This person and ye Chen, really do not have any comparability, regardless of the family, ye Chen almost 

dumped this person hundreds of streets. 

 

This may be the contrast between desert giant trees and greenhouse flowers. 

 

…… 

 

Yaowang valley. 

 

Ye Chen just stepped into it, then felt a dozen dangerous breath. 

 

If only on realm and strength, absolutely above him! 

 

It seems that the Chinese medicine alliance is really as Zhu Ya said, extremely unusual. 

 

At the moment, there are hundreds of people gathered in Yaowang Valley, and the overall environment 

is open-air. 

 

There is a stage, a square, a self-help area and a rest area. 

 

The environment is elegant and can be called a paradise for the rich. 

 

"Mr. Ye, when you get inside, try to control your temper. There are not only Wudao families in Jiangnan 

Province, but also people from all over China, capital and abroad." 

 

"The influence of the medicine alliance in China is not bad, and it is also one of the top ten forces in the 

martial arts circle. Many ancient Chinese martial arts people are very polite to the people of the 



medicine alliance. After all, the medicine alliance is the biggest way to get pills. Moreover, if the ancient 

martial arts people are injured, or between life and death, the medicine alliance is also the only choice." 
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Zhu Ya took a look at Ye Chen's reaction and went on: "there are doctors who are able to communicate 

with God, and there are also pills that transcend the realm of strength! In short, many strong people 

have to look at the face of the drug alliance. 

 

Even the Chinese martial arts bureau is not qualified to start here. 

 

Xiang Chengdong, who is behind the drug alliance, is not comparable to ordinary people in terms of 

status, strength and contacts. " 

 

"Try to get in touch with this person later. Of course, he doesn't have to meet you. He has to try. This is 

the only way you know the ghost prison." 

 

Ye Chen listened to Zhu Ya's voice and nodded, but his eyes fell on a Dan Ding in the middle of the 

square! 

 

The grade of this Dan Ding is much better than that of Baicao Ding! 

 

The key has also been improved by science and technology. There is a special console that can be 

controlled, and countless precision instruments are running. 

 

There was something strange about his expression. 

 

The alchemy can only be replaced by the alchemist's strength, but it's not the alchemist's ability to 

replace the alchemy. 

 

The road of Chinese medicine alliance is going further and further. 



 

Ye Chen shakes his head and sighs, which is in sharp contrast to the people around him! 

 

Almost everyone was praising the alchemy stove in the middle of the square, but he was shaking his 

head and sighing at this time! 

 

In an instant, there were several bad eyes. 

 

Zhu Ya also noticed and said curiously, "Mr. Ye, do you think there is something wrong with the alchemy 

furnace? I think it's very good. Keeping pace with the times, especially controlling the fire is beyond the 

control of the ancients. " 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "the Chinese medicine alliance is just learning the skin of alchemy. These 

precision instruments are too redundant Even if the pills become pills, the efficacy of pills is not good. In 

other words, the pills refined are soulless. " 

 

This is the truth of Ye Chen. 

 

At this time, a cold hum came! 

 

"According to your words, the treasure that China Pharmaceutical alliance has developed for ten years is 

a scrap of iron? Those developers are waste? " 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen and Zhu Ya are slightly stunned and turn their heads to find an old man in a white 

coat and glasses at his side. 

 

When she saw the old man, she opened her red lips and covered her subconsciously with her hands! 

 

The old man in front of him is the key person in the Yaowang Valley activity - Zhao Lintao! 

 

The most successful alchemist in Jiangnan province! 



 

No one! 

 

Because Dan pharmacists are extremely scarce, most of them are occupied by top Chinese families or 

clans. Few people can really come to the pharmacy alliance to do scientific research! 

 

Zhao Lintao is undoubtedly one of the core alchemists of the drug alliance! 

 

He was also the first alchemist in China who advocated the combination of technology and alchemy! 

 

Although the level of alchemy is not top-notch, it is also a master that everyone respects! 

 

Just now, her and ye Chen's words obviously determined everything of master Zhao and touched each 

other's luck. 

 

Zhu Ya quickly owes himself and apologizes: "master Zhao, I'm really sorry. Zhu Ya apologizes to you." 

 

Master Zhao glanced at Zhu Ya and said, "I know you. The sword made by your Zhu family was unique in 

the world. Ten years ago, you and your father came to Yaowang valley. At that time, you were still very 

young. How was your father 

 

Zhu Ya Mou son some surprise, excited way: "can be Zhao master remember is really my honor, my 

father's health is very good, these years has been closed." 

 

Master Zhao nodded, and then his eyes fell on the expressionless Ye Chen: "boy, what you just said 

seems to understand alchemy?" 

 

Ye Chen shakes his head: "general." 

 

"Since you don't understand, what qualifications do you have to point out my painstaking efforts? If Dan 

Cheng today, I will be able to go down into Chinese history! There are some things that you young 



people can't understand. This time, for the sake of the girl Zhu, I'll spare you once. If you let me hear this 

kind of words next time, don't blame me for being rude. " 

 

Master Zhao said coldly! Then he turned and went in a direction. 

 

Can he not be angry if his painstaking efforts are insulted? 

 

Just before the other party had taken a few steps, a faint voice came out behind him: "unfortunately, 

Dan can't do it today." 

 

Master Zhao stopped, and an invisible anger rushed over his head. 

 

The reason why Ye Chen said this is to remind the other party. 

 

He continued: "you must have been successful in refining indoors before, but this time outside, there 

are too many factors affected. Of course, your own influence is even greater. I can feel your heart 

beating very fast, and your palms are also sweat. If you can't calm down, even if there is a machine to 

control the fire, Dan may not be successful." 

 

"I'll give you a reminder that if something goes wrong with the refining of pills, you should leave as soon 

as possible, otherwise it will be very dangerous." 

 

"The machine can be precise, but it's ruthless and cold." 

 

Maybe at this time to say these are not good, but ye Chen can feel the other side's body is not right, and 

the forehead is suffused with a trace of blood red. 

 

The blood is red.This is a typical bloody disaster! 

 

All he can do is listen or not. 

 



Master Zhao wanted to have some theory with Ye Chen, but several acquaintances came to him. He 

could only snort coldly and wave his sleeve away! 

 

Zhu Ya looked at Ye Chen helplessly and said: "Mr. Ye, you just said that a little too much. Master Zhao is 

a popular man around Xiang Chengdong. You are undoubtedly beating him in the face. If Xiang 

Chengdong knows about this, the consequences will be very serious." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son stares at that strange alchemy stove in the center of the square, hands bear behind 

him, light way: "I am saving him, listen or not to see his choice." 

 

Zhu Ya was stunned and didn't know what to say. 

 

From the birth place of the Chinese medicine alliance, it was all they who saved others. 

 

Now ye Chen is in a good position. He actually wants to save the people of Huaxia medicine alliance. 

 

They sat in the rest area for about half an hour, and few people came to disturb them. 

 

Almost all of these activities form a small circle of their own. 

 

Originally, with Zhu Ya's beauty, there must be a lot of people to talk about. 

 

But I don't know if it's because of Ye Chen, this time almost no one comes to disturb me. 

 

But there are more than ten bad eyes have been staring at Ye Chen. 

 

Among them, there are a few of them are the strong men of zhenggongzi and Huaxia Wudao Bureau. 

 

Although Ye Chen knows it, he doesn't intend to pay attention to it. 

 



He only wanted to see Xiang Chengdong when he came to Yaowang valley. The rest was not important. 

 

When ye Chen was lying on the sofa to sleep, a hearty laugh came! 

 

"More people come to Yaowang Valley to join us. If you have any bad hospitality, please Haihan!" 

 

Zhu Ya quickly pushed Ye Chen to wake up and said softly, "Mr. Ye, Xiang Chengdong has come out." 

 

Ye Chen gets up and glances at the source of the voice, and then finds a man with a Chinese face 

appearing in the sight. 

 

The man's hair is gray, about sixty years old. 

 

With a trace of dignity on his body, although his face was flushed, his momentum was still frightening. 
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Key Ye Chen found that the martial spirit on the other side is very strong! 

 

It's a natural gift to have such achievements in medicine and martial arts. 

 

The crowd separated automatically. 

 

Xiang Chengdong went directly to the stage, glanced at the crowd, and said with a smile: "as the 

chairman of the Chinese medicine alliance, I have always wanted to do something for the martial arts 

and Taoism circles in China. However, over the years, I have not made any pioneering work except to 

save some people. Although I can't, there are many talented people in the Chinese medicine alliance. 

 

This time, I would like to introduce a Chinese top alchemist, Zhao Lintao, master Zhao! 



 

He has been a member of the drug alliance for decades. He has been refining alchemy with science and 

technology. He is a pioneer in China! Today, if Sanpin pills are successfully refined, China Huaxia 

pharmaceutical alliance will surely become one of the top forces in China! This day, which is recorded in 

the annals of history, I, Xiang Chengdong, witness with all the heroes and heroes! " 

 

Thunderous applause! 

 

Countless eyes looked at master Zhao standing in front of the alchemy stove in the center of the square. 

 

Master Zhao was extremely helpful and even glanced at Ye Chen's direction. 

 

Disdain and coldness are obvious. 

 

Xiang Chengdong on the stage continued: "I don't like nonsense. Besides, alchemy pays attention to the 

time, so I won't say much. Next, I'll give it to master Zhao!" 

 

Master Zhao nodded, his eyes fell on the sound of alchemy furnace, a master demeanor from! 

 

Only this one hand, the crowd exclamation! 

 

"A master is a master, and his momentum is extraordinary." 

 

"The Chinese medicine alliance is expected to rise this time." 

 

"Not to mention, Xiang Lao is extremely concerned about master Zhao." 

 

"Don't you care? Xiang Chengdong has invited so many people. Whether he can succeed or not depends 

on master Zhao alone. If something goes wrong, he will be beaten in the face of Xiang Chengdong." 

 



The crowd was talking. 

 

At this time, someone stood up and said, "Mr. Xiang, before refining alchemy, I have a sentence that I 

don't know whether to say or not." 

 

It was an old man of the Chinese martial arts bureau who stood up. 

 

Xiang Chengdong's brow wrinkled. He was upset when he was destroyed. He took a look at the man and 

said in a cold voice, "if you have anything, don't disturb master Zhao's Alchemy." 

 

The old man even busy way: "the chairman of the item does not know, this matter is related to master 

Zhao." 

 

Yeah? 

 

Xiang Chengdong looked puzzled and asked, "what's the matter?" 

 

The old man of Huaxia Wudao Bureau looked at Ye Chen's direction and said in a cold voice: "just now I 

heard that a little boy criticized master Zhao's painstaking efforts. He even said that the alchemy 

attainments of Huaxia medicine alliance were just superficial." 

 

This word a, not only item Chengdong color change! 

 

Everyone in the room was angry! 

 

If the alchemy of Chinese medicine League is fur, who is qualified to make alchemy in China! 

 

This is not to make trouble! 

 

When she heard this, she turned pale to the extreme! 



 

She did not think that ye Chen's words were heard by those people of the Chinese martial arts bureau! 

The key is to use this as an article! 

 

Obviously is to let Ye Chen provoke public anger! 

 

So many people's anger, enough to make ye Chen disgraced! 

 

It's mean, isn't it! 

 

She took a look at the direction of Chinese martial arts Bureau, and her chest was constantly fluctuating. 

 

Then look at Ye Chen, but found that the other side is completely like a normal person. 

 

"Mr. Ye, this matter..." 

 

Ye Chen indifferent smile: "nothing." 

 

When Xiang Chengdong heard the man's words, his face turned to iron green, and he yelled: "who dares 

to insult master Zhao? It's even the Chinese medicine alliance that never let go!" 

 

The old man of the Chinese martial arts bureau held out his hand, pointed to Ye Chen and said, 

"Chairman Xiang, that boy in casual clothes, I stand up today, totally disgusted with each other's 

behavior. I hope that if master Zhao's alchemy is successful this time, this son can kneel down to make 

amends to master Zhao! Chinese medicine alliance should not be disgraced! " 

 

The other side's angry words showed that all the people in the other party's attitude were extremely 

angry! 

 

It's a perfect way to kill people with a knife! 

 



Mr. Zheng looked at his bandaged hand, his eyes twinkled with cold light! It's frightening! 

 

He wants Ye Chen to die without a burial place! 

 

Xiang Chengdong was full of angry eyes at Ye Chen and asked, "is this what you said?" 

 

Naturally, he would not listen to the opinions of a family. If ye Chen refuted, he would also listen to the 

other party's explanation. 

 

Juya took La yechen's hand and said, "Mr. Ye, you just have to kill and not admit it." 

 

Ye Chen looked directly at Xiang Chengdong without fear and nodded: "master Zhao's refining method 

does have problems. From my current observation, it can be said that Huaxia pharmaceutical alliance 

has only mastered a trace of alchemy. 

 

In fact, the alchemy this time is not the trend of harmony between heaven, earth and man. I suggest 

that the alchemy be refined three hours later, so that the chance of success of the alchemy will be 

greater. Otherwise, in the 48th second after master Zhao's Alchemy, there will be a tendency to explode 

the furnace. "When this was said, the crowd was in an uproar! 

 

I thought this kid would not admit it! 

 

But did not expect, the other side not only admitted, but also said his mother is right! 

 

It's the first time for them to see such a shameless existence! 

 

This is medicine King Valley! The land of Chinese medicine alliance! 

 

Alchemy will indeed have the situation of blast furnace! 

 

It's even very common! 



 

But since ancient times, no one has been able to predict the explosion time so accurately! 

 

You can't be so accurate even if you don't know! 

 

Xiang Chengdong's eyes almost burst out sparks and said, "good! Good! If master Zhao is successful in 

refining, you will kneel down in the valley of medicine king for three days and three nights! " 

 

"Master Zhao, alchemy!" 

 

The bell rings! 

 

Alchemy, go! 

 

Master Zhao takes a look at Ye Chen's direction and hums coldly. He instantly adjusts his mind like water 

stop! 

 

The right hand claps the stove, the cover suddenly opens! 

 

Danshui directly into it! 

 

At the same time, his finger fast operation, directly activated the next to the precision instrument! 

 

The flames are surging! The temperature rises suddenly! 

 

The scene was flowing with clouds and water, and the crowd cheered. 

 

At the same time, there are several disdainful eyes. 

 



There is a blonde beside Ye Chen. The blonde glances at Ye Chen and says coldly, "you are a scum in the 

martial arts world of China. What about frying furnace? Do you know how to refine alchemy. If there is 

any problem with master Zhao, you can be responsible..." 

 

"Despicable villain!" 

 

Ye Chen ignored. 

 

Although no one believed ye Chen, many of them silently pressed the timer with their mobile phones. 

He wants to see how the final result hits Ye Chen's face. 

 

Juya is around in a hurry! 

 

She knew that ye Chen would make trouble, but she never thought that the other party could make such 

a fuss! 

 

The key is that ye Chen didn't react all the time! 
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Zhu Ya doesn't know, all this is Ye Chen's intention. He didn't want to interfere in the alchemy of Chinese 

medicine alliance. 

 

However, since Huaxia Wudao Bureau has made it clear, he is willing to accept it! 

 

He is eager to make things big. Only in this way can Xiang Chengdong attach importance to him! 

 

He can pry out the secret of ghost prison from each other's mouth! 

 



…… 

 

In the center of the square, master Zhao controlled the temperature to the extreme! 

 

The whole furnace turned red! 

 

Within ten meters, the temperature is extremely high! 

 

Master Zhao's mouth outlined a smile, looked at the time, has been 20 seconds past! 

 

No longer hesitation, will those three grade pills of the medicinal materials are all thrown in! 

 

Furnace surging, a strong breath to send out! 

 

This time he wants to refine xuanhuangdan! 

 

It belongs to the strong pill. Once it is refined successfully, taking this pill can make your cultivation more 

advanced! 

 

Of course, because of the addition of xuanhuangshi in the medicinal materials, the reaction of 

traditional Chinese medicine in the furnace will be a bit violent, and the probability of frying the furnace 

is higher than that of ordinary pills! 

 

But he tried countless times, even if the explosion is five minutes later! 

 

It's impossible to explode in 48 seconds! 

 

Master Zhao's one hand continuously controls, the furnace's reaction is more and more intense! 

 



After a few seconds, the whole stove is flashing a red light, the strong fragrance of medicine throughout 

the square! 

 

"Ha ha, forty seconds have passed. Master Zhao's ability to control Dan is so strong that he is expected 

to become Dan soon." 

 

"Except for those alchemists who are the top martial arts families in China, master Zhao is a genius." 

 

"I really want to see the picture of that boy kneeling in Yaowang Valley for three days and nights, ha ha! 

It is estimated that the boy will also be recorded in history, but at this time he touches the eyebrows of 

Chengdong! It's just looking for death 

 

"This is also good for the drug alliance. I heard that the boy is the first person in Jiangnan province. He 

has strong martial arts. If this son kneels in Yaowang Valley for three days and three nights, at least all 

the powerful people in Jiangnan province will know the horror of the Chinese medicine alliance." 

 

Xiang Chengdong stood on the stage and was satisfied with master Zhao's momentum. 

 

Perhaps because of the boy's encouragement, master Zhao is in excellent condition! 

 

Once, Dan Cheng, very likely! 

 

There was a faint expectation in his heart. 

 

Then, Xiang Chengdong's eyes fell on Ye Chen's body again. He snorted coldly, and was very disdainful. 

 

To him, ye Chen that kind of do not know the propriety of the younger generation is a joke! 

 

In recent years, the Chinese medicine alliance has been so low-key that everyone has forgotten the 

existence of Xiang Chengdong! 

 



Today's matter, also should let the Chinese martial arts world have a look! 

 

Suddenly, a clear sound came from the center of the square! 

 

The voice is very light, but it is very clear in the quiet square. 

 

Countless eyes toward the furnace! 

 

Some sharp eyed people even found the state of the furnace some wrong! 

 

The lid of the furnace is constantly surging and even has to be overturned at any time! 

 

Not only that, the original strong fragrance of medicine has become a burning smell! 

 

Seeing this scene, master Zhao's face changed greatly. As the party concerned, he could feel how strong 

this was! 

 

His palms are covered with sweat! 

 

It's crazy to press the button on the instrument! 

 

But it doesn't work! 

 

The instrument is dead! 

 

Not only that, but also warning signs appear on the screen! 

 

"How can it be? How long does it take? This time something goes wrong so quickly?" 

 



Have not waited for him to react to come over, the red furnace unexpectedly appeared a trace of crack! 

 

Cracks continue to spread, a strong breath surging! 

 

Raging, blazing! It's frightening! 

 

Master Zhao's eyes widened to the extreme, his whole body was soaked through! 

 

At this time, Xiang Chengdong, on the stage, lightly touched his feet and quickly went to master Zhao! 

 

His five fingers, like eagle claws, directly clasped master Zhao's clothes and threw them out! 

 

Next second! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

A loud noise suddenly came, and the fire went straight into the sky! 

 

The sparks are flying in all directions, violent and dangerous! 

 

The earth trembles! The smoke and dust billows in all directions! 

 

It's a blast! 

 

It's really a blast! 

 

The square was like the last day. 

 

And the timer above the square also stops at this moment! 



 

Forty eight seconds! 

 

Not a second, not a second! 

 

The smoke and dust dispersed, the whole alchemy furnace was completely broken, the precision 

instruments were also destroyed, and even a flame was burning, the pungent smell spread throughout 

the square. 

 

Master Zhao has fallen to the ground, and the whole person is like being fished out of the water. 

 

Xiang Chengdong looks up and stares at the top timer, which is extremely complicated.At the same time, 

the square is as quiet as the graveyard in the middle of the night! 

 

The silence is terrible! 

 

Not even breathing! 

 

One by one, staring at the big eyes, like sculpture, the sight of the place is the timer! 

 

It's just a 48 second timer! 

 

That number is cold and heartless, like a sharp knife, hard to scratch in their hearts! 

 

Split their hearts! 

 

The voice of the young people echoed in their ears! 

 

Like thunder! 

 



Harsh and sharp! 

 

"I suggest that the alchemy should be delayed for three hours, so that the chance of success will be 

greater. Otherwise, in the 48th second after master Zhao began to refine alchemy, the furnace would 

explode." 

 

Every word is like Sanskrit! 

 

No doubt about it! 

 

Especially the number is so weird! 

 

The next second, all eyes look at the not far away that arrogant young man! 

 

This guy doesn't know alchemy? If you don't understand, how can you say everything so accurately! 

 

If he doesn't understand Huaxia, who is qualified to understand? 

 

This is no longer a alchemist, but a god! 

 

Juya's mouth was slightly open, and her eyes were full of confusion and amazement. She never dreamed 

of such a result. 

 

Was Mr. Ye really expecting success? 

 

Is Mr. ye not only extremely terrible in martial arts, but also in pills? 

 

This is too evil! 

 

Ye Chen beside that chattering blonde face hot to the extreme, as if someone was severely slapped! 



 

Not only is she, those Chinese martial arts Bureau's expression is like eating excrement general, 

incomparably ugly! 

 

At this moment, everyone's shock was not covered up at all! When I think of the picture just now, I even 

took a breath of cold air! 

 

Ye Chen's words are how overbearing! 

 

Xiang Chengdong went to Ye Chen after deep thought. 

 

This time, he did not have the slightest disdain, but the incomparable respect in his eyes. 

 

If ye Chen is really an alchemist, it is extremely important for the medicine alliance and even China. 

 

This kind of person must fight for at all costs! 

 

He came to Ye Chen, arched his hand, and apologized: "this gentleman, just now Xiang Mou duo has 

offended, please Haihan, Xiang Mou is a little confused in his mind, please advise me. How do you know 

that there will be a blast in 48 seconds? " 

 

This word a, innumerable way looks forward to Ye Chen to shoot. 

 

Ye Chen smile, light spit out two extremely irresponsible words: "guess." 
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Everyone heard Ye Chen's answer and almost fell to the ground! 

 



If there is such a good guess, it will be strange! 

 

Isn't everyone a master? 

 

Xiang Chengdong took a deep look at Ye Chen: "since you don't say it, I'm just asking more questions." 

 

It is estimated that ye Chen does not want to let people know. 

 

"Well, since you want to know, I will tell you that the skills I have practiced are inclined to the fire 

system and have a keen intuition about fire. The same is true of alchemy furnaces. As for why the 

numbers are so accurate, there should be a trace of luck in them. " 

 

Ye Chen thought for a while, or added. 

 

He's not stupid. He won't say much. 

 

There were too many forces in China. Once he admitted to be an alchemist, the impact would be 

unimaginable. 

 

The alchemy is still not to be publicized. 

 

He still wants to keep a low profile in his heart. As for why he has always been contrary to his wishes, it 

is completely because others do not allow him to. 

 

Although this can be regarded as an explanation, only some people suddenly realize that the rest of 

them still doubt it. 

 

Xiang Chengdong nodded, reluctantly accepted, and said, "I see. I've been taught." 

 

"By the way, sir, the skill of Xiang Mou's cultivation is similar to that of Mr. Xiang. Can we study it with 

you later?" 



 

Xiang Chengdong sent out the invitation. 

 

Ye Chen and others are saying this. He suppressed the shock in his heart and said, "I admire Xiang Lao 

very much. It's my great honor." 

 

"Good! By the way, I don't know what to call Mr 

 

"Ye Chen." 

 

"Mr. Ye, Mr. Ye, Mr. Ye will be invited by Mr. Xiang." 

 

This concludes the conversation. 

 

After all, there are too many people with mixed eyes, so we can't say too much. 

 

After that, Xiang Chengdong went back to the stage and said a few polite words, so that everyone would 

go to rest first. 

 

Waiting for master Zhao's second refining. 

 

One refining failure is normal, but with the first experience, the success rate of the second refining 

should be higher. 

 

After a while, the old man who met outside the Yaowang valley came to Ye Chen and Zhu Ya and said, 

"two, Xiang Lao, please." 

 

"Good." 

 

Ye Chen and Zhu Ya were taken to a garden by the old man. 



 

Step into the courtyard, ye Chen then Mou son blazing hot! 

 

The yard is full of rare herbs! 

 

There are too few rare medicinal materials that he can buy from the market. There are many virtual 

medicinal materials in Kunlun, which are not available in Huaxia! 

 

Without those herbs, he could not make other pills. 

 

But now, he saw a glimmer of hope. 

 

Seeing ye Chen stop, Zhu Ya said curiously, "Mr. Ye, do you like this kind of flowers and plants?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head: "these are all treasures. If you sell these flowers and plants in your mouth, it is 

estimated that they can be comparable to the wealth of all families in Jiangnan province." 

 

Zhu Yazheng is too exaggerating. 

 

The yard is not big. Even if the flowers and plants here are of great value, they can not be worth a 

trillion. 

 

At this time, a burst of bright voice spread from the ear: "Mr. Ye has good eyesight. It seems that Xiang 

has not guessed wrong. Mr. Ye really understands alchemy." 

 

Zhu Ya quickly bowed over: "Zhu Ya has met Mr. Xiang." 

 

Xiang nodded, and his eyes fell on Ye Chen's body. 

 

"I'll go over there and have a look," she said 



 

With that, he went to a place in the corner. 

 

She's a smart person and knows when and what to do. 

 

Soon, only Xiang Chengdong and ye Chen were left here. 

 

Xiang Chengdong, following Ye Chen's line of sight, noticed a white grass and said, "this grass is called 

baihun grass. It took 20 years for our Yaowang Valley to cultivate three. If you like, take one." 

 

At the moment, although his flesh aches! 

 

But he is very clear, can't give up the child, can't catch the wolf! 

 

If ye Chen is a top alchemist, the pattern of the drug alliance will be completely changed! 

 

Chinese medicine alliance needs Ye Chen, very much! 

 

"Good." Ye Chen did not hesitate. 

 

He needs this thing too much. There are not many baihuncao in Kunlun! 

 

This is the baby of the baby. 

 

Xiang Chengdong was stunned. He didn't expect Ye Chen to answer so quickly. He didn't even say he was 

polite. Is this the white soul grass? 

 

"Mr. Ye, Xiang is a little curious. I don't know if I can ask. If it's inconvenient for Mr. Ye, he can refuse to 

answer." 

 



Xiang Chengdong couldn't resist his curiosity. 

 

Ye Chen's five fingers a grasp, a burst of true Qi, a white soul grass has appeared in his hand. 

 

"Say it." 

 

Xiang Chengdong saw this scene and took a puff from the corner of his mouth. Is Ye Chen too 

overbearing? Does this mean that he does not trust the Chinese medicine alliance? 

 

He swallowed and salivated, but he said: "Mr. Ye, since you are a Dan pharmacist, I don't know how to 

refine several kinds of pills with several lines..."The pills are divided into nine grades, each of which is 

subdivided into nine lines. 

 

So this is a crucial issue. 

 

The most powerful alchemist in the Chinese medicine League is now in the middle of Guanzhong. He can 

refine pills with four grades and five patterns. 

 

This is also the top level of Chinese alchemists. 

 

If ye Chen can refine more than three grades and five patterns, it is worth fighting for! 

 

He stares at Ye Chen, his heart beating violently, unable to calm down. 

 

At this time, ye Chen opened his mouth: "I can tell you, but I have conditions." 

 

"What conditions?" 

 

"First, I want some herbal medicine, which is very valuable. Second, I want to know something from you. 

Anyway, you have to tell me." 



 

Ye Chen's eye son matchless affirmation! 

 

"This..." Xiang Chengdong thought for a few seconds, and decided to agree first. Anyway, ye Chen's 

conditions are ambiguous, and there is still room for maneuver. "OK, I promise, but the specific needs to 

be approved by the Huaxia pharmaceutical alliance." 

 

When the words fell, ye Chen began to say, "I can refine the pills with four grades and eight lines. If the 

heaven, earth and people are in harmony and the resources are sufficient, the five grade pills can also 

be tried!" 

 

"What!" 

 

Xiang Chengdong is surprised! 

 

I'm absolutely shocked! 

 

His heart seemed to set off waves! 

 

Ye Chen can even refine five grade pills? 

 

You're kidding! 

 

No way! 

 

How old is Ye Chen? He is only in his twenties! 

 

Even if you started refining alchemy from your mother's birth, you can't achieve this kind of 

achievement! 

 



I think this is the answer! 

 

Now he just threw a bomb. He can't stand it! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

"Mr. Ye, don't be kidding..." Xiang Chengdong trembled in his voice. 

 

"I'm not kidding. If I don't believe it, as long as you give me a Dan Ding, I can refine it on site." 

 

What ye Chen wants is this effect! 

 

Only by deterring Xiang Chengdong can the other party tell the secret of the ghost prison! 

 

Xiang Chengdong's forehead was covered with sweat. He glanced at Ye Chen, thought for a moment, 

and then said, "Mr. Ye, please follow me. As long as Mr. Ye can refine pills with more than four grades 

and five lines, I can take any medicine from the medicine King's valley. At the same time, if Mr. Ye wants 

to ask me anything, I will give a serious reply!" 

 

"Good." 
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Five minutes later. 

 

The two came to a Dan room. 

 

The Dan room is open, and there is a Dan Ding in the middle. The order of Dan Ding is not low, and there 

are some herbs around it. 



 

"Mr. Ye, can this be?" The project is the host road. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, next second, directly hand, body Qi congealed, a palm on top of the Dan Ding! 

 

"Fire!" 

 

A roar, the whole room temperature suddenly rises! 

 

Dan Ding under unexpectedly produced a bright flame! 

 

The fire was rolling, and it was palpitating. 

 

Seeing this scene, xiangchengdong, the director of the drug Union, can not calm down really. His breath 

is very fast and his face is red! There is a little master's temperament! 

 

He was shaking more and more, and he was excited to the extreme! 

 

"Air coagulates the fire! I saw the fire of air condensation again! " 

 

This is the alchemy of the ancient times! 

 

This Mr. Ye unexpectedly can make alchemy in the ancient times 

 

xiangchengdong's voice is a little sharp and extremely out of shape! 

 

"Shut up!" 

 

"Ye Chen said. 



 

Xiangchengdong heard this sentence, pale, and quickly closed his mouth! 

 

It's like a kid who makes mistakes. 

 

If you are seen by others, you will absolutely surprise your chin. 

 

Xiangchengdong is who, the real power of Huaxia drug Union, although the status of Huaxia drug 

alliance and Huaxia martial arts and Taoism bureau can not be compared. 

 

But the lean camel is bigger than the horse! 

 

On the position, he is the same as Zheng Renjun of the General Administration of martial arts and 

Taoism of Huaxia! 

 

Who dare xiangchengdong shut up in this right year? 

 

Only leaf Chen! 

 

The flame is surging, the Dan Ding is red, and the leaf Chen is clapping on top of the tripod! 

 

The tripod opens, and the five fingers of the leaf Chen grasp, as if there is a force in hand, directly 

pouring all the herbs on the table into the tripod! 

 

The leaf Chen condenses the true Qi, and wraps the whole Dan Ding! 

 

Five minutes! 

 

A strong fragrance of medicine came! 

 



"Ding!" 

 

A crisp voice, Dan Cheng! 

 

"Well, you'll see it yourself." 

 

The light voice of the leaf Chen fell. 

 

"Grunt." 

 

Xiangchengdong swallowed saliva, and his feet were like lead pouring, and came to the front of Dan 

Ding. 

 

Then, the pills appeared in his hand. 

 

Ten pills are complete, no one discard pill! 

 

With this hand alone, no one can compare Huaxia. 

 

Later, xiangchengdong took one of them, but saw the tattoo on the pills, he stared at it, like a sculpture, 

silly and stupid in place! 

 

"Four products and eight patterns It was actually four pieces and eight patterns It's more terrible than 

the one of Huaxia medicine League 

 

All of this is the key. He is seeing it as a reality! 

 

If there is a person in the Chinese medicine alliance, it will become the first force in the Chinese martial 

arts and Taoism circles! 

 



"Do you need my proof?" Ye Chen hands are behind, a breath is coming out. 

 

Although xiangchengdong is stronger than him, but in Huaxia pharmaceutical League, it is not martial 

arts strength! It's the medicine and the alchemy! 

 

And ye Chen has already been rolled in this respect. 

 

"No need, Mr. Ye, it is a small item with no eyes..." 

 

Unconsciously, the words that Xiang Chengdong even called himself changed! 

 

This is the so-called strength for respect! 

 

Even if it is the 21st century, it has not changed! 

 

Ye Chen does not want to waste any more words, and says directly: "I come to you for only one purpose. 

I want to know where the ghost prison is! It's important to me! " 

 

Xiangchengdong is very strange when he hears ghost prison! 

 

Because this is the taboo of China! 

 

Although he has been to many times, if he reveals it, the consequences are extremely serious! 

 

"Mr. Ye, I can tell you everything but ghost prison..." 

 

Xiangchengdong is in a dilemma. 

 

"Huh!" 



 

Ye Chen hum a cold, a palm clapped on the Dan Ding behind, a strong shock hit! 

 

Dan Ding split directly! 

 

"Xiangchengdong, this is what you promised me. I hate those who come out of the house." 

 

Ye Chen roared! 

 

Xiangchengdong looked at Ye Chen, who was very angry and forced, and explained: "Mr. Ye has no idea. 

The controller behind the ghost prison is far from what we can resist. When I enter the ghost prison, I 

was given a law. Once I disclose the address of the ghost prison, I will die without doubt." 

 

Ye Chen eyes a contraction, a point on xiangchengdong's arm. 

 

The real gas gushes, when running to the eyebrow, a strong force will him back out. 

 

Indeed, xiangchengdong has a skill in his body! 

 

And this technique is not Chinese, it comes from Kunlun virtual! 

 

It seems that China and Kunlun Xu are not completely unrelated.He closed his eyes and directly 

communicated with the black robed old man of the third stone tablet in Kunlun. He said, "master, can 

you decipher the skills of this man?" 

 

Rolling black fog surging, black robed elderly directly appear in the samsara cemetery. 

 

The black robed old man glanced at Xiang Chengdong outside and sneered: "I can naturally crack this 

rubbish technique, but it will consume some strength. However, if this skill is cracked, the other party 

may realize it." 

 



At this moment Ye Chen hesitated. 

 

"No other way?" 

 

"Of course, I can deduce the skill from that guy thousands of miles away, and break the destiny of the 

person who uses the skill! When the time comes, all the skills on people will disappear. Even if those 

who use them want to check, there is no place to check them out! " 

 

Ye Chen one Xi, connect busy way: "still ask elder to move." 

 

The black robed old man's eyes twinkled with a trace of solemnity: "display once, I will pay a part of the 

price, even faster disappear." 

 

"I have only one request. I will help you this time, and you will do me a favor." 

 

"What?" 

 

Ye Chen did not finish, a force fell on his body. 

 

"When you agree. I'll tell you later. Now, let me borrow your body. " 

 

The faint voice falls in Ye Chen's ear. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes completely changed, as if from the ancient stars! 

 

The momentum on the body is suddenly distributed! 

 

Xiang Chengdong naturally felt the momentum change around him. He just wanted to talk to Ye Chen. 

When he saw the eyes of the other party, his legs were trembling! 

 



This feeling is very uncomfortable! 

 

As if, he is not facing Ye Chen, but a peerless strong man. 

 

"Close your eyes, astringent breath, and sink into the elixir field." 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent voice falls. 

 

Xiang Chengdong wanted to resist, but found that he was not qualified to resist! 

 

His heart seemed to break! 

 

This feeling seems to be in nine hell in general! 

 

Ye Chen pinched his fingers, and a golden Rune suddenly overflowed from the palm of his hand! 

 

In Xiang Chengdong's startled and puzzled eyes, he calmly spat out two words: 

 

"thunder, break everything!" 

 

Words fall, dark clouds over Yaowang Valley! blot out the sky and cover the sun! It's like the end of the 

day! 

 

At the same time, the thunder and lightning in the dark clouds are full of rage! 

 

It's like a vision! 

 

"Boom!" 

 



Ten thousand thunder fell directly! 

 

Through the Dan room! 

 

Thunder explodes, full day! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen holds the thunder and lightning in his hand, just like thunder Daozhen Jun! In 

charge of the world! 


